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Do you need a portable image to text converter? Now Cam Scanner can help you turn your phone into smart scanner for dragging words out with organized layout from photos or documents(receipts, notes, invoices, whiteboard discussions, business cards, certificates, etc.)in various situations especially work and study.

Cam Scanner is quite a tool for converting printed documents automatically into editable text for all Android Phones.It does great on scanning and digitizing words whether in books,magazines,or photos.You will be amazed by how fast and accurate the app is! With cutting-edge AI OCR(optical character recognition) technology, Cam Scanner recognize the characters from an image in different language with superb accuracy.

When taking photos or upload images from album to scan , you can crop the certain parts to highlight words you need to pull out to text. We also provide advanced image editing tools including smart cropping,rotating,sorting,filters etc.

Cam Scanner is fairly productive for both business and study as it supports for scanning multiple images to one file. This makes note taking so much faster and more effective for school lessons or business meetings. Best App to quick record the memo written on the blackboard or slideshow. Release you from troublesome to transcript notes word by word.

Featured advantages 
- High accuracy 
- Quick to scan out
- Supports up to 50 languages
- Handwriting is also applicable,even on cursive
- Save in local or share to other apps with PDF/text/JPG and other formats

Please note that the blurry images would lead to lower accuracy, so try your best to make sure the original file as clear as possible.
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing
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November 28, 2023
Too many ads, but does the job
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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July 9, 2022
This app is very useless they didn't make the buying easy. And the free 3days trial is all lie. I tried buying the premium version but the only system for buying it is very stressful, requesting to visit my bank.
4 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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June 29, 2022
It is a great app! However you might need to purchase the pro version to fully enjoy it's features. The three day free trial was so nice tho.
6 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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What's new


-Export documents as PDF/TXT/JPG
-Added new useful tools
-Bug fixes and improvements
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